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SafePlace Walk shines light on domestic abuse
At sunset on Saturday, February 22, the
Austin community gathered at Mueller
Lake for ILLUMINATE AUSTIN, the annual SafePlace Walk for Safe Families.
SafePlace estimates that as many as
60,000 Central Texans live in homes
where trauma and fear are part of
daily life. As many as 4,000 rapes are
committed in Austin each year. Most
remain unreported.
But each time we talk about violence,
we make it a little safer for a survivor
to report. We ease some of the shame
and guilt that a victim feels for what has
been done to them. Each conversation
changes our culture, even just a little bit,
and each conversation becomes part of
a larger movement.
Sometimes a victim can’t leave home to
go to SafePlace, so our office serves
protective orders in Travis and sur-

rounding counties to let respondents know
that there are consequences for their actions. Getting a protective order can be
very empowering for victims, but they still
need to take precautions.
“The Walk was such a powerful symbol
of support for the people we serve,”
explains Julia Spann, Executive Director
of SafePlace.

Constable 5 was an ILLUMINATE AUSTIN
sponsor this year. We also provided security for the event, directed traffic and
patrolled on bikes around Mueller Lake.
It takes a community shining light on domestic violence and sexual assault to help
end it. A little or a lot – it all adds up to
change.

CN5 creates lieutenant position, balances assignments
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Last November, after careful analysis and deliberation, Constable Lopez announced creation of a new
lieutenant position.
Charles Lanterman, a 9-year constable veteran and
former field sergeant, was promoted to lieutenant
effective the first of 2014.
Key to the decision were a thorough review of the
organization’s structure and resources, and the
knowledge, experience and talents of current staff.
Lt. Lanterman will oversee and manage field training,
fleet and equipment, allowing Chief Deputy Bobby
Gutierrez to focus directly on Support, Financial and
Customer Service areas.
Constable Lopez with Lt. Lanterman
(photo: Leslie Pool)
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Small innovation creates large operational efficiency
Fleet cars have a new ride-along
with the installation of front seat
printers in CN5 cars. When serving time-sensitive papers, deputies know swift delivery is critical
to protecting the health or safety
of a citizen. A printer in the car
cuts down the time it takes from
the call to arriving at an address.
On its first trial run, Deputy Robert Cantu reported the printer
saved him over an hour: “I tried
the printer out in the car and it
works perfectly and I saved time
serving a protective order.”
Sgt. Denise Lozano researched
printer specs to find the one best
suited to rigors of car use.

Deputy Cantu and Sergeant Lozano with a new car-mounted printer.
(photo: Leslie Pool)

Easy steps to keeping Spring Break’s focus on fun

UNDERAGE DRINKING
IS AMONG THE
WORST DANGERS
STUDENTS FACE

Spring break is right around
the corner and with it comes
increased chances for students
to make a wrong decision
about drinking. This spring
marks the second year CN5
deputies have gone to ACC’s
Rio Grande campus to remind
students why mixing alcohol
with their spring break is a
loser idea.

So, here with: Top 5 reasons
for not mixing alcohol with
your spring break:

We know that the longer a
child waits to start drinking, the
safer we all will be.

you did that week

you don’t want to hurt

Enjoy your spring break don’t drink if you’re under
21, and don’t drink and
drive if you’re over 21.

you don’t want to go to jail

Of all the dangers students
face, underage drinking is
among the worst.

 you don’t want to spend

For more on UDPP: 512.854.4229

anyone, especially yourself

spring break in the hospital

you want to remember what
and most importantly: we
want you to stay alive!

We get mail!
Our deputies are in the field every
day. They interact with parents and
teachers and students; state agency
and county officials; judges and prosecutors and defense attorneys: People who need help and people who
let us know someone else needs help.
That’s what we do: help people.
We also get a lot of mail, the very
best of which are gracious notes like
these thanking us for our work.
Notes of appreciation are always welcome!
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EFile.TXCourts.gov is the new portal for Travis County court filings
Travis County is one of ten large Texas
counties in the initial roll-out of the Texas
Supreme Court-mandated electronic filing
system.
Here’s a tip for all new Constable 5 eFilers:
Request the “Constable” service option.
Then look for “Additional/Filing Comments,”
where you can add “Please use Constable
5” to indicate our office.
Two easy steps guarantee that our deputies
will handle service for your office and clients; two easy steps get you 24/7status
access, free research, and multiple attempts
with no hidden fees.
CN5 staff are available to answer your
eFile questions and help you navigate this
new system. Call 512.854.9100 and ask for
eFile help.

Annual Great Texas Warrant Roundup seeks closure on tickets
March 1 marks the start of the 2014 Great
Texas Warrant Roundup, the eighth year this
statewide effort has been undertaken.
A press conference was held February 14 at
Austin Police Headquarters announcing the
upcoming roundup. Local law enforcement
entities rely on this concerted effort to clear
up outstanding warrants and most were
represented at the press announcement.
The Warrant Roundup works like this:
Constable offices send postcard alerts to
defendants with active warrants stemming
from ticketed violations filed with the Justice
of the Peace court. These tickets are Class C

misdemeanors and cover violations for
theft, traffic, minor in possession, public
intoxication, and so forth. During the warrant roundup, defendants have a window
of time to contact our office to make arrangements to pay their fines.
At the end of the grace period, deputies
go to homes and businesses searching for
those who have not cleared or paid their
warrants.
Defendants picked up by deputies will
have a choice to pay their fine or post
bond to go before the court.

Year-end awards and holiday sharing
Every December, CN5 staff and families get
together to celebrate achievements and enjoy
dinner outside the office.
left: Constable Lopez with
Charles Dobbins, Deputy
of the Year, and Hollie
Malhaupt, DPE Volunteer
of the Year.
right: Cathy Diaz, Veronica
Guerra and Julien Smith
wrap gifts for SafePlace.

(Presentation photos: Elaine Hosage)
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Tanya Winters with the De La Peña quadruplets. (photo: Elizabeth Danner, P2P Teen Summit)

CN5’s DPE team asks: How accessible is your community?
Can you imagine a community where
everyone can get where they want
to go regardless of their ability? The
De La Peña quadruplets can. We
had the privilege of meeting 18year-old El Paso natives Isabella,
Angelica, Alejandra, and Benito during the 2013 Texas Parent to Parent
conference.
Parent to Parent is a Texas advocacy non-profit that supports families
with children with disabilities. Last
July, the quads participated in an art
contest during a workshop led by
CN5 Disabled Parking Enforcement
Education and Outreach Coordinator
Tanya Winters.
Tanya challenged participants to
draw a picture in response to the
prompt: What is accessibility?

The De La Peña’s winning drawing
shows a store, a home and a school
with wide aisles and doorways, and
lots of room for a wheelchair to
maneuver.
The De La Peñas want everyone to
know not to stare at people with
disabilities: they aren’t aliens!
They’re real people, with unique

abilities, sensibilities and value. Said Isabela:
“Cerebral palsy is when people think you can’t
do something but you can.”
To understand the importance of access to your
community – places where you shop or walk –
put yourself in the shoes of a person who has a
disability and try to see your world from that
point of view.

